
 Course Description and Requisites
Nonfiction writing as preparation for thesis. Study and critique of canonical and contemporary nonfiction.
Intensive workshop experience. May be repeatable for credit for up to 12 units.

Letter Graded

 Classroom Protocols
Classroom decorum and workshop etiquette:

Writing Creative Nonfiction can be a vulnerable exercise, even more so when having works in process
workshopped.  Everything we discuss in class will be handled with the utmost respect and care. You will
likely read work that deals with sensitive and/or controversial topics. We will handle these works as
carefully as we would like our own work to be treated. We will all work together to create an atmosphere
that is welcoming and inclusive for all.

Late Work

This type of course requires all of us to turn our work in on time. When you do not, it creates an
unnecessary burden on your peers who are all likely dealing with their own schedule constraints. You
should do your best to turn all things in on time. There is no late work accepted for the work we do in class.
For obvious reasons, you must be in class to get participation points.

There is no extra credit for course.

Academic integrity

Your commitment as a student to learning is evidenced by your enrollment at San Jose State University.
The Academic Integrity Policy F15-7 requires you to be honest in all your academic course work. For this
class, this includes absolutely no use of any AI or generative text apps or programs, unless discussed with
me; your personal and original writing is fundamental to the work in this course. Faculty members are
required to report all infractions to the office of Student Conduct and Ethical Development. Visit the Student
Conduct and Ethical Development website for more information.
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Title IX Disclosure and Mandatory Reporter Status

In this course, the topic of sex (including sexual misconduct/sexual violence) may emerge either
purposefully or inadvertently in readings, films, class discussions or other class materials. We recognize
that such topics may be particularly upsetting for some; we encourage all students to seek the support
they need. While making personal connections with the topics studied in any course can be a meaningful
and important endeavor, please be aware of the following policy regarding confidentiality and disclosures
of incidents of sexual misconduct/sexual violence.

As your instructor, one of my responsibilities is to help maintain a safe learning environment on our
campus. In the event that you choose to write, speak or otherwise disclose information about having
experienced sexual misconduct/sexual violence, including rape, sexual assault, sexual battery, dating
violence, domestic violence, or stalking and specify that this violence occurred while you or the perpetrator
were a SJSU student, federal and state laws require that I, in my capacity as a “responsible employee,”
must notify SJSU’s Title IX and Gender Equity Officer. The Title IX and Gender Equity Officer will contact
you to inform you of your rights and options and connect you with support resources, including possibilities
for holding accountable the person who harmed you. Please be advised that you will not be forced to share
information and your level of involvement will be your choice.

In Nonfiction workshops, we take for granted that the things being written about are true, which can
possibly trigger the need for your professor to report to the above office in ways that fictional writings might
not require. There are other craft elements, too, at your disposal, such as the use of second or third person
POV, aliases, and many more. These are useful tools that communicate clearly that this work is not about
you (the author), and that you are not in any such distress. I say all of this in the spirit of meeting three
concurrent allegiances: 1) I would like to connect anyone in distress with the resources that they need; 2) I
am required by the school to do so if I learn of it; AND 3) I would also like this workshop to be a safe space
for you to write about the subjects you’d like—both the easy and the complicated—without the need for
further follow up that a student might not desire. Please see me if you would like further clarification.

 Program Information
The following statement has been adopted by the Department of English for inclusion in all syllabi: In
English Department Courses, instructors will comment on and grade the quality of student writing as well
as the quality of ideas being conveyed. All student writing should be distinguished by correct grammar and
punctuation, appropriate diction and syntax, and well-organized paragraphs. The Department of English
reaffirms its commitment to the differential grading scale as defined in the SJSU Catalog ("The Grading
System").
Grades issued must represent a full range of student performance:

A = excellent;
B = above average;
C = average;
D = below average;
F = failure. 



Within any of the letter grade ranges (e.g. B+/B/B-), the assignment of a +(plus) or -
(minus) grade will reflect stronger (+) or weaker (-) completion of the goals of the assignment.
 
Program Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the MFA in Creative Writing, students will be able to:
1. Demonstrate a high level of ability to propose and complete a publishable, full-length work of literature in
a primary genre concentration (fiction, creative nonfiction, poetry, or scriptwriting).
2. Demonstrate high level of proficiency to write works of literature in a secondary genre concentration
(fiction, creative nonfiction, poetry, or scriptwriting).
3. Demonstrate an appropriate level of knowledge of literary history, literary theory, and craft and theory of 
creative writing.
4. Demonstrate critical and analytical skills in the evaluation and interpretation of literary texts.
5. Demonstrate a command of written academic English, including the abilities to:

a) organize and present material in a cogent fashion;
b) formulate and defend original arguments;
c) employ effectively the language of their discipline;
d) write under time constraints.

Department Information:

Department Name: English and Comparative Literature
Department Office: FO 102
Department Website: www.sjsu.edu/english (https://www.sjsu.edu/english)
Department email: english@sjsu.edu (mailto:english@sjsu.edu)
Department phone number: 408-924-4425

 Course Materials
Required Text:

Reality Hunger by David Shields

ISBN-10  :   0307387976

ISBN-13  :   978-0307387974

 

Atang by Patrick Rosal

I will provide a digital copy of this work.

 

Assorted readings on Canvas.

https://www.sjsu.edu/english
mailto:english@sjsu.edu


 Course Requirements and Assignments
This workshop will focus on the reading and writing of Creative Nonfiction. We will explore several modes
and sub-genres, including but not limited to, Memoir, Essay, the Prose Lyric, Reportage and Hybrid texts. We
will balance our reading of literary works with craft and critical essays, while using formal experimentation
and structural play to help shape and reshape your works in progress. We will also interrogate the generic
borders of Creative Nonfiction, considering the ethical implications—to facts, to those we write about,
amongst others—that complicate our writing practices. This class will contain both discussion and
workshop.

Workshop

You will workshop three times during the term, turning in pieces that range in length from 2,000-5,000
words each. Though they are not expected to be "publication ready" they should show some signs of
editorial polish. The more complete and revised the piece is when you turn in for workshop, the more
applicable the responses of your peers will be to your final vision.

Peer Feedback (workshop notes)

Your reading responses and peer feedback will be graded based on the quality of the input, the
insightfulness of the critique and criticism, as well as the ability to present these in a manner that feels
supportive to those receiving them. (We will spend time in class discussing best practices for how to do
this, as needed.) Traditional practice is an annotated copy of the work itself and a ½ to 1-page letter directly
addressed to them. This should include both things that you feel are working well, and things that can be
improved. As students of the written word, I expect you all to approach this rhetorically. What evidence will
you use to convince them that your critique has merit? (In short, stay close to the page.)

Attendance at readings

You will attend two readings this semester as a portion of your grade. They can be on campus readings or
anywhere out in the community. 

Presentation/discussion

You have one assignment where you will lead a discussion/presentation on any aspect of Creative
Nonfiction that you choose. This might range from an analysis of a piece, a comparative study between
pieces, or simply a craft element that you would like to further engage with. I will give a lot of latitude on
this in hopes of keeping it fun and continuing to foster your personal interests and developing expertise.

Final exam and evaluation

In lieu of a final exam, you will turn in a revised piece, ready for publication. Since this class is largely about
exploring different shapes for your work, you will be expected to drastically re-imagine the piece, not just
do line level edits. This may include writing in a different mode, change of POV, or other structural changes.
Your final turn in should be a substantial revision. You will also send it out for publication consideration.



  Project Name  

Word
Count

% of grade

  Workshop of creative works (3@10%
each)

2000-
5000

30%

  Workshop response notes 250 15%

  Participation   15%

  Craft Presentation   20%

  Attend 2 public readings   2%

  Submit a piece for publication (send
proof)

  3%

  Substantial revision of earlier work   15%

      100%

 Grading Information

Grade Range

A+ 96%-100%

A 93%-95%

A- 90%-92%

B+ 87%-89%

B 83%-86%



B- 80%-82%

C+ 77%-79%

C 73%-75%

C- 70%-72%

D+ 67%-69%

D 63%-66%

D- 60%-62%

F <59%

 University Policies
Per University Policy S16-9 (PDF) (http://www.sjsu.edu/senate/docs/S16-9.pdf), relevant university policy
concerning all courses, such as student responsibilities, academic integrity, accommodations, dropping and
adding, consent for recording of class, etc. and available student services (e.g. learning assistance,
counseling, and other resources) are listed on the Syllabus Information
(https://www.sjsu.edu/curriculum/courses/syllabus-info.php) web page. Make sure to visit this page to
review and be aware of these university policies and resources.

 Course Schedule
WEEKLY SCHEDULE

Week Date  

1 8/21 Note: AHR:At Home Reading/ICR: In class reading

http://www.sjsu.edu/senate/docs/S16-9.pdf
https://www.sjsu.edu/curriculum/courses/syllabus-info.php


    -Introductions

-Syllabus/Structure of this course

-Opening writing exercise: What shapes are we working with?

-CNF timeline/origins

-Rules for workshop: Standard or otherwise? (group discussion
and vote)

ICR: “A Taxonomy of Nonfiction” by Babine, “Frank Sinatra Has a
Cold.” Talese, “When New Journalism was New” Talese

2 8/28  

    -AHR: Reality Hunger by David Shields pp. 1-100

-Writing exercise.

- A primer on shapes and forms: Flash, Braids, Hermit
Crabs/False Documents, Narrative Shapes, Review of some
examples.

3 9/04 No class this day

     Enjoy your holiday!

4 9/11 Workshop Round #1

    Workshop (x3)

-Discussion: Your Truth, Their Truth, and The Truth: generic
implications and complications.

-AHR: Reality Hunger pp. 101-end; The Falling Man by Junod

-ICR: class Reading: “What Happens There” by J. D’Agata.
Lifespan of a Fact (excerpt).

5 9/18 Workshop Round #1



    -Workshop (x3)

-Discussion: Telling Stories: Narrative memoir (tools of)

-AHR: Heavy: An American Memoir (excerpt); Heartberries by
Mailhot (excerpt). “Fourth State of Matter” by J. Beard, The
Lover by Duras (excerpt).

-ICR: Laymon response, ethics of writing others

6 9/25 Workshop Round #1

    -Workshop (x3)

-Craft Presentation (x2)

7 10/02 Workshop Round #1

    -Workshop (x2)

-Discussion: To Essai - Not to Know, but toward a spirit of Not
Knowing. What does an essay do? Brief history of.

AHR: Montaigne (excerpt)

8 10/09 Workshop Round #2

    -Workshop (x3)

-Craft Presentation (x2)

9 10/16 Workshop Round #2

    -Workshop (x3)

-AHR: Atang by Patrick Rosal (pp. 1-53).

-ICR: “To The Lady Who Mistook Me For The Help At The
National Book Awards” – Rosal

10 10/23 Workshop Round #2



    -Workshop (x3)

-Craft Presentation (x2)

-AHR: Atang (pp. 54-111)

11 10/30 Workshop Round #2

    -Workshop (x2)

-Discussion: Lyrics and Fragments, white space

-AHR: Atang by Rosal (pp. 112-end)

-ICR: Evidence of V (excerpt), Dictee Teresa Hak Cha, Exploded
View by Dustin Parsons

12 11/06 Workshop Round #3

    -Workshop (x3)

-Discussion: The Prose Lyric (and book-length lyric) what is it?

ICR: The Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston, We the
Animals; Citizen by Rankine; Kadijah queen-A list of famous men

-Craft Presentation (x2)

13 11/13 Workshop Round #3

    -Workshop (x3)

-Discussion: Hybrid texts

ICR: DMZ Colony, Please Don’t Let Me be Lonely by Claudia
Rankine

 

14 11/20 Workshop Round #3



    -Workshop (x3)

-Craft Presentation (x2)

 (Thanksgiving is later this week.)

15 11/27 Workshop Round #3 (If needed)

    -Workshop (x2)

-Craft Presentation (x1)

-Final topics

16 12/04 Last Class

    -A class reading (public or private, as the class decides) and
submission party.

   

 


